
Redpill Linpro's monthly newsletter will bring
you updates on news, events, blogs and more.

LATEST NEWS: 

Bimodal integration - are you taming the digital
dragon?        

Today's world moves quickly as does the development of new ideas and
solutions. Demands are focused on ”time-to-market” and an increased
responsiveness. Gartner calls this ”the taming of the digital dragon” and
in order to successfully tame this dragon, Gartner believes we need to
accomplish three things at the same time:

Maintain the core of our internal operational/legacy systems
Show strong leadership
Acquire bimodal integration capacity 

Are you bimodal integrated? Read more about bimodal integration in this
blog post (in Swedish) or download our bimodal integration presentation

Integration, APIs and PostgreSQL =
Meetup

Join our meetup "Integration, APIs and PostgreSQL" in Oslo June 12th,
targeted at IT Managers, CIOs, system administrators, system architects,
developers, DevOps, DBAs, infrastructure consultants and others
interested in Integration, APIs, DevOps and agile operations. We will
show real life examples on how a modern Open Source based
integration platform have been implemented to smoothen cruizing in the
shipping industry, how APIs might revolutionize the world of connectivity
with fake world examples and the new and hottest stuff from the world of
PostgreSQL. From the agenda:

Porting your integration infrastructure to a new platform - a Color
Line cruise
Top 5 reasons for API Management together with a fake world
example on the benefits
What is new and cool in PostgreSQL 

Read more about the event and register 

Seven document management boxes to tick in
order to improve your organisation
On the 28th of January 1989, NASA's Challenger
space shuttle exploded 73 seconds into its tenth
flight, killing the seven people on-board. Although
an 'O-ring', was the direct cause of the accident,
the following investigation established that
NASA's organizational culture had been a major contributing facto. A
tragic and costly information disaster.

Simply put, not finding information at the right time can be costly – but
how costly? Even if most of us don't risk crashing a space shuttle, we are
still affected by information disasters.

Read this blog to learn which boxes you need to tick or read this blog
post to learn more about Alfresco ECM

10 Open Source Myths Debunked

In 1943 Thomas Watson, chairman
of IBM famously said he thought
there would be a world market for
maybe five computers. With this in
mind, history clearly shows that
predictions can be wrong and that
new ideas are often questioned and
mythicized. 

For instance we now know that Thomas Watson's prediction was
slightly… off the mark and this shows us the importance of facing and
challenging preconceived ideas and opinions.

Below are ten of our favourite Open Source concerns that still persists
and what we think about them: 

Part 1 Debunking Open Source Myths
Part 2 Debunking Open Source Myths
Part 3 Debunking Open Source Myths

Events

Redpill Linpro is attending and
hosting various events,
including:

Alfresco Collaborationseminar,
Copenhagen, May 28th

Integration, APIs and
PostgreSQL meetup, Oslo,
June 12th

    eFörvaltningsdagarna,
Stockholm, 8-10th October

Tech Blogs and Social
Media

Read about the latest tech
news and tips & tricks. Check
out our employees' blogs
on: Planet Redpill Linpro  
Our company blogs

Follow us on Twitter:
Redpill Linpro  
Redpill Linpro Training  

Follow us on Facebook

Follow us on LinkedIn

Follow us on Google+

Training
Redpill Linpro offers, amongst
other, the following training
topics:

Puppet training, more
information and calendar

Mule training, more information
and calendar

And more...
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